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Islamic Studies Revision Sheet 

Third Term 

AY 2017/2018 

Grade 7 

Name: _________________                                       Date: ________________ 

Section: ________________ 

1. All praise is due to Allah, Creator of the heavens and the earth. [Al-fatir:1] 

2. (Adhere to the Fitra of Allah upon which He has created all people.No change should there 

be in the creation of Allah.)    { Ar-Rum:30} 

Q1. Infer from the above two vrses the meaning of the word ’Fitra’? 

The natural predisposition inherent in people. 

2. Explain the meaning of following: 

1. Sunan Al-Fitra: 

Religious rules that are connected with the cleanleness of human body. 

2. Siwak: 

Its an Arabic word which indicates either the act of brushing treeth with the siwak,or tool usedin 

brushing teeth. 

3.  Washing the finger joints: 

Wash Joitns of the finger where dirt accumulates. 

4. Cleaning one’s  private parts with water: 

wash your private body parts with water. 

3. Write the description of full ablution: 

1. Having the intentions.  
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2. Waashing the two hands three times. 

3. washing the area of impurity. 

4. Saying “in the name of Allah,the Most Gracious, the Most Mercifull”and performing 

partialablution(wudoo). 

5. Puring water on head and ensuring it reaches the scalp three times. 

6. Puring water on all prts of the body staring with the right side and  then left side. 

4. There are two types of ablution.Obligatory full ablution and Desirable full ablution.Mention it in 

which cases its obligatory and in which cases its desirable. 

Obligatory:  

1.Having a wet dream         2. End of menstruation             3. Death 

Desirable :  

1. Performing full ablution on Fridays, wish Which is conformed Sunnah. 

2 .Perform full ablution on Eid day   

3. Perforing full ablution when assuming the state of Ihram for pilgriage or Umrah. 

4. Performing full ablution after washing a dead person.               

5. Complete the following chart: 

 

                                               

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forms of 

overspending 

 
Overspending on 

Marriage parties 

Over consumption of 

Water 

     Wastage of Food 

              

Overspending on 

cloths 

Overspending on 

enjoyment 
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6.Coplete the following conceptual chart: 

Working is a worship and civilized act 

The concept of working Working is an essential factor for the prosperity of life on  

earth and for the happiness and prosperity of societies. 

The marits of working  It is good for our health,To built a bright future,help us to 

bulit confidence and self esteem, rewards us financially 

Its effects on society Progress of the nation, Raising the standerd of living 

 

Factors that help master the job Sincerity,knowledge,master and proficiency 

 

Duties of the workers To keep the properties of the employer safe. 

To perform the work according to agreed ondations,without 

cheating the employer. 

 

Rights of the workers Working hours need to be specified along with the 

appropriate wage. 

Paying the worker’s wage immediately without delay. 

Respecting the worker and respecting his human dignity. 

 

7.Explain the condation of rightous work. 

1.Legitimacy 

2.Sincerity 

3.Knowledge 

4.master and proficiency 
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8.Explain the concept of Humbleness. 

Respect all humanbeing in all matters with good way. 

9.Write the benefits of humblenss. 

1.Purifies human soul of hatred and envy and creates harmony among hearts. 

2. Loved and trusted by people. 

3.Cohesion between member of society. 

10.Means that help one demostrate humbleness. 

1.Believing tat pride is an attribute of Allah alone.  

2.Fearing Allah. 

3.Pemembring that we are created from dust and will return to Allah.  

4.Remembring oneself always that one’s wealth or knowledge is a gift from Allah. 

5.Studying the biography of the Messenger of Allah. 

6.Being keen on socializing with people and respecting them. 

11. I explain why some people buy more food than they need in ramadan and in wedding banquets 

and parties. 

__________Optional______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

12.Answer the following question acording to hadith. 

Saad bin abu Waqqas may Allah be pleased with him, wanted to bequeath all wealth ,but the 

prophet peace be upon him,reduced that to one third and said “One third is alright.It is even too 

much, for you’d better leave your inheritors wealthythan leave thempoor,begging of 

others.Whateve you spend will be considerd as  charity for you,even the food you put in the 

mouthof your wife.” { narrator  by AL-Bukhari and Muslim} 

1. What do you learned from this noble hadith about overspending. 

Islam forbids all forms of extravagance. 
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2. Overspending has many risks for society define it  that mention in the hadith. 

Leave his family in need of money and Fail to perfom his duties.  

3. Who is the narrator of this hadith? 

Al-Bukhari and Muslim 

13.Fill in the blanks with soutable words. 

1. Humbleness is the reason for entring     Paradise. (Paradise,Hell) 

2. Pride is an atribute of   Allah. (people,Allah) 

3. Purity is  Half of faith.(Half,Full) 

4. Removing minor ritual impurity, which is achieved through____Wudoo. (Wudoo,Full Ablution) 

5. Full ablution is of  Two kind. (Two,Four) 

6. A person who is in a state of major impurity is forbidden from performing certain     Worshiping   acts 

before performing full ablution.(Eating,Worshiping) 

7. Overspending has many  Risks    for society.(Benefits,Risks) 

8. She dyed her hair and then perform  Wudoo. (Full ablution.Wudoo) 

9. She performed      Full ablution         after the end of puerperium.( Wudoo,Full ablution) 

10. Allah is beautifull,and he like    Beauty   .(Beauty,dirty clothes) 

 

 

 

 

 


